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RIDE OF THE CENTAURS

by Darieck Scott

SAN FRANCISCO: As the trip to Greece approaches, I decide it's only right and proper to follow

the example of ancient world travelers and seek the consultation of unseen powers as to what
I can expect-what mishaps along the road to avoid, what monsters I will have to slay, what
deities I ought not to offend. Since my ticket to Athens via British Airways and the four-hour

cab ride to Koroni on the southern tip of the western finger of the Peloponnesus has been
generously paid for by my lover Stephen's father-unsolicited beneficence, plucked from the
air-I have reason to suspect that the universe is once again moving in its mysterious ways:
setting me up for something, in other words, good or bad.
So I consult a sibyl, the late 20th-century kind, in this case my psychic Marcus, a hilarious
German expatriate with a voice that shifts between melodious purrs and a Teutonic brogue that
is sometimes as difficult to understand as the priestess of Apollo's incoherent mumbling and
hexameter verse must have been. Marcus does not proffer his auguries in mountainous Delphi,
of course, but his apartment on the slopes of Twin Peaks boasts its own dramatic and arguably
divine setting.
As we settle down on the floor pillows and Marcus bids me to shuffle a deck of plain redbacked playing cards and a second deck of cryptic, almost abstractly drawn Tarot cards, I take
in the view through his three windows facing west, north and east. It is a high moment of
twilight, and in the sun's fading glow the city is made anew, as familiar colors that pass
unremarked in the brightness of noon become more somber and more radiant. Across the sky
I see streaks the ruby red of grapefruit and curled like wisps of smoke illumined by fire; I see

a strip of milky sky as yellowed as old papyrus, a great rolling mass of purple fog slowly
advancing through a cleft in the hills, like an iceberg wreathed in vapor.
Surely, I think, this is the equal of the sinuous haze of fumes and shadow in which the sibyl
of old beheld the shifting and elusive countenance of the god.
"You are worried about this trip," Marcus purrs. "You shouldn't be. Everything says that
you will meet very interesting people." He turns over a card: the Jack of Spades. "Here it is

again: meetings."
This will not strike you as the most impressive of predictions, given that I am going on a trip,
and meetings are part of the package, more or less. But meetings of the kind to which Marcus

refers, "interesting" meetings, have been a source of some small but persistent anxiety for me

when I travel abroad. At once shy and exhibitionist, I find negotiating between my own
extremes a challenge in foreign lands, where separation from the people and things I know frees
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me from the safety of distraction and makes me notice what I usually keep hidden. In this
context, with the inner battle raging, meeting people sometimes seems a tricky thing. (To wit:

gorgeous Mediterranean man at three o'clock-watch surreptitiously? Or flaunt what you've
got and proposition him on the spot? This is a vacation, after all, you have gone away to do
something else.)

Meetings. A white gay man I know old enough to be my father has traveled widely but tells
me that he has reached the age for a different kind of journey. "I'm tired of these sexual tours,"
he says, and apart from rushing to ply him for the seamy specifics I feel slightly unnerved. What

he refers to is alien to me, it is a glimpse of some other existence. Perhaps the dissonance
between us is simply the veil between the generations (I think of acerbic old Gore Vidal, who
likens his number of tricks to the legion of conquests of Marlon Brando)-or, more properly
perhaps, between me and the rest of the tribe, for whom sexual exploits sometimes seem
supernaturally plentiful.
"You will meet very interesting people ..." Marcus speaks in the quotidian terms of the
everyday, as a good psychic probably should, but I think I would prefer the poetry and mystery

of the charlatan's vague cliche: "You will meet a dark and handsome stranger."
Marcus concludes our session with an observation that I presume carries no predictive
weight, but is reflective of another kind of insight. "You are black," he says, "so everyone will
want you." My father was in the Army and I lived in Germany for six years, and so I know that
the presence of an African American, in less cosmopolitan settings, can draw a measure of
attention. For two years of our sojourn in Deutschland, we lived off-post and outside the city,
in a small hamlet consisting of ten sparkling-clean German houses surrounded by farmland.
Every day of those two years I walked my collie along the roads that passed by the fields, and
every day the same German farmers would stop work and stare at me as if they had never seen
my like before.
As I leave Marcus I reflect upon this, and consider that though we no longer believe that
Apollo's arrows will strike us if we offend him or that there is a man in the sky who holds the
lightning in his hands, we cling still to a number of myths. The racial kind are among the most
powerful.
"You will meet a dark stranger."
I look upon this prospect with suspicion, with caution, with a wish.
EN ROUTE TO OLYMPIA: In a comfy van driven by Stephen's uncle, Stephen, his mother, his aunt,

his cousin, his cousin's husband and I ride up and down and over the green hills of Arcadia.
When not drawn into conversation or lulled into sleep by the gentle bounce of the van's wheels,
I am plugged into my Walkman listening to the gospel riffs and thrumming bass of house music
and reading Alan Hollinghurst's novel The Swimming-Pool Library.
We have been one week in Koroni, the seaside village from which Stephen's grandparents
immigrated to the U.S. in 1910 and now the site of his father's newly-constructed summer
vacation home. We have enjoyed late, lazy mornings; strolls up to the 13th-century Venetian
castle that overlooks the villagers' and tourists' evening volta along the waterfront; sunny beach
afternoons and forays along the coast in the family boat; we have had good food and lots and
lots of it. But as yet my stranger has not appeared. There are indeed a few dark, handsome Greek

men around, especially on the beach, where visitors from Athens and other sites inland
congregate for weekend getaways. Yet they seem an insular group; in my presence their
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expressions remain either stonily indifferent or assume a scowl of disinterested hostility.
Ensconced among my in-laws as they are cordoned off with their own friends and family, we
do not meet one another.

What is strange and new to me, however, is Hollinghurst's prose. It is stirring something in
me-envy, most likely, of his success and of that euphonious facility the British have with the
English language; but it also stirs me with excitement, because the voice of the novel is so lovely
that I can hear it, accent and all, each time I put the book down, and frequently for a long time
after. He-it-makes me want to write, enthused and eager and antsy to write.
For years the novel stood virtually untouched on my shelf. I had often opened it, but one of
the first lines reads, "I was getting a taste for black names ... ," and I could never quite get past
that. I was afraid of how I might feel to see the author objectify black men.
Now I have come to a stronger place; I relish the line, I imbibe it, it holds no terrors for me.
Now I'm wanting to write a little sketch in answer to Hollinghurst's Lord Nantwich, an old
Army officer posted to east Africa who falls in love with the men he is meant to rule, falls in love,

it seems, with blackness itself. Talking to the first black man he has ever known, he hallucinates
that he is in the presence of "a superior kind of person." In my sketch I want to talk about black
boys and white boys as the objects of my lust, and I do want to deal with them as objects, to hold

them at the distance objects are held. I am drawn-guiltily, sometimes, which makes the
obsession all the more compelling-to the objectification of men, not only to the act but to the
contemplation of the act. There are moments when I feel that the whole lure and arousal of sex

to me lies in its enactment of object-relationships, the various postures and playing out of
someone using someone else, each person dealing with the other, imagining the other, as if he
were his plaything. There isn't much that's nice about this fascination, and even if there were
it would soon be engulfed by shadow, for my fantasies really get going when I can imagine one
partner taking the other, dominating him, raping him. You know the sort of rape I mean: rape

with quotation marks, the kind that doesn't exist except in highly-orchestrated S/M D/S B/D
scenarios, where no-don't suddenly becomes sock-it-to-me-Daddy and you get exactly what
you wanted and then some. Not nice, as I said. That I like to identify with the taken in these little

fantasies means something, I suppose, but it does not mean that I don't have it in me to objectify
or dominate others, for as the author of the fantasy I distribute myself in its every aspect, from

the rough razor-stubble on my kindly rapist's chin and the taste of his tongue to his abusive
language and the way he uses his belt on my ass. Why does this scenario move me? Isn't it bad?
And would I ask the former question if I truly believed that the answer to the latter was no, or
if I didn't care?

I recall now the different level of sex I discovered a couple of years ago with Stephen, when
I woke up to the idea that one can express intimacy and love in sex, instead of just lust and
passion. Naively I had believed that the phrase "making love" simply meant that the two
people fucking loved each other. Somewhere in the progression of our relationship, as if
stumbling across buried treasure I had never imagined existed, I discovered that sex was not
merely the symbol or the seal of a love truly experienced in other venues, but could be a kind
of language in which things other than lust-though not necessarily deeper or more profound
than lust-could be spoken. A revelation, yes. Nevertheless, still when I recall the best of our
sex or anticipate what is to come, what I see and what I want is to be down on my knees with
my face in his crotch performing an act that feels like obeisance, like fealty and worship. I want
him to pound his prick into my mouth and come loudly, I want to hear "Suck it, bitch," and
embarrassing stuff like that.
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In real life, of course, in this van as we slowly descend into the lush valley of the Alpheios
and watch the thickets of pines and evergreen oaks rise ever higher, I hate the idea of abdicating

my power. I do not want to be sexually dominated or sexually dominate anyone else, unless by
plan and according to rules, within the drawn-curtain intimacy of a committed relationship or

the enchanted chalk-drawn circle of a compact between role-players. I like to toy with the
imagined scene of sexual domination; I flirt with it, I charge up to the line and dangle a prize
I cannot quite see on the other side, but I do not cross over.
OLYMPIA, THE SACRED PRECINCT: The site where the first Olympic festivals were held has been
reclaimed from the depredations of fire, earthquake, flood, Christian zealotry, and plunder.
The scars of its long decline are everywhere in evidence. Strewn about in patterns only vaguely
recognizable as the foundations of fallen buildings and long-ago looted temples, there are
stunted roofless columns and misshapen limestone bricks. The bricks, sheared in half or in
quarters or thirds over the years, bristle in their interiors with protruding chips of shell like
broken claws or eyeless sockets. The sight of these dead crustaceans' remains, which were old
when the stone was quarried in the fifth century B.C., makes me shudder. Here at the carcass
of the temple of Zeus the bricks lie tumbled upon one another in something resembling a
stairway, the steps now too huge and disjointed to be easily climbed except by professional
basketball players, or gods. There, according to the Blue Guide, was the gymnasium, and there
the palaestra where the competitors practiced. One squints, but there are no ghosts of sweaty
Greek athletes tussling in the grass. As for the gods who presided over these games and who,
if the Iliad is any guide, likely took part in the contests on behalf of their favorites, their presence

too is much diminished. I decide that the invisible deities have dissipated their divine essences
upon the air, for, sodden as it is with heat, the air is too thick to be merely a collection of oxygen

molecules clinging to one another.
In the broad shade offered by a cabal of leafy trees gather the members of a Scandinavian
motorcycle gang. They are the closest thing to embodied gods, the dressed-in-flesh avatars of
dead athletes. This is of course an hallucination; there are no motorcycles anywhere in sight. I
call them bikers because they are all wearing black and they are sweating and long-haired and
look scruffier than the old trees, and they are as foreign to this place as I, and thus fair game for

the invention of myth. "Motorcycle gang" suggests danger, invasion. I like that. I loiter as I pass
by, hoping to catch a whiff of their bodies baking in the heat.

Only one of them interests me, a very handsome, sable-eyed fellow with a nice strong chin
and jawline, and an arrogant way of standing and looking at me. It is his hair that really keeps
my attention-it is always a man's hair that keeps my attention: how it is cut, if he has a goatee

or sideburns or the shadow of a beard, whether wisps of it creep up above the neckline of his
shirt or spill out from his sleeves to inch along his wrists. His is so blond it is almost white, blond

like buttercream, like goat's milk. I don't generally take note of blondes in the U.S., not at least

at first glance, but this man has an altogether different resonance: there is about him the
perceptible but not quite nameable mark of the strange, the Other. He is foreign; he is-yes,
that's the word-exotic. From the Greek root exo, meaning "outside." He demonstrates to me
how truly alien a blond can be, how different and therefore desirable-as you might find it
desirable to own an odd deep-sea fish with multicolored scales for your aquarium, or desirable
to sample some new and fragrant food you see on someone else's plate that you have never
before imagined you would like. These illusions are sexual in origin: he is a ready surface upon
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which I happily project. The biker biography that I have invented for him makes him seem a bit

menacing, too, a bit barbaric, and that appeals to me.
We pass on from the blond and his posse, but my thoughts linger with him; I turn to watch
him from time to time as he ranges about the ruins, my exotic invader from the north.
OLYMPIA, THE MUSEUM: The museum houses busts of Roman conquerors, Mycenean masks, tools

from the workshop of Pheidias the sculptor, Archaic bronze armor, and vases decorated with
kinetic slim black figures. My attention is taken by the statues of the gods-there is the Hermes

of Praxiteles, with the infant Dionysus on his arm; there is Zeus in terracotta, abducting
Ganymede. It is unfair to modern Greece, which has quite enough fascinating history of its own,

unfair to Byzantine Greece and Ottoman Greece and Venetian Greece, unfair perhaps to most

of the history of this much-trod-upon part of the world, but I am always most drawn by
anything that evokes the accounts of things that never happened but seem truer to me than
history: the myths. Yes, you can tell me about Thessaloniki and Mystras and Santorini, but my
ears will not prick up in quite the same way they do when I hear those old, familiar namesArtemis, Aphrodite, Athena, Hades, Persephone, Hecate.
In the museum's central hall are assembled the surviving fragments of epic sculptures that
once adorned the pediments of the temple of Zeus here at Olympia. The west pediment depicts
the beginning of the war between the Lapiths and the Centaurs. According to the legend,
Peirithous, boon companion of the great Athenian hero Theseus, held a feast to celebrate his
wedding to Hippodameia, whose name is variously translated as "horse-tamer" and "she who
fights with strength." The invited celebrants came from far and wide, and among them
numbered Theseus, several of the immortals of Olympus, and Peirithous's cousins, the wild,
shaggy, half-horse Centaurs. Like disreputable family members at many weddings, the Centaurs were seated apart from the main party, and obliged to take their repast of sour milk
(suitable for horses, one supposes) near the mouth of a cave. But the Centaurs, unruly under any
circumstances, raided the decanters of wine and became intoxicated and belligerent, and
worked themselves up into such a horny frenzy that when Peirithous arrived at the cave to
introduce them to Hippodameia, the Centaur Eurytion brazenly seized the bride by her hair
and tried to carry her off for his pleasure. Peirithous and Theseus leapt immediately to
Hippodameia's rescue, but the other Centaurs went mad with lust, and began, as Robert Graves
puts it, "lecherously straddling the nearest women and boys."
This last detail is missing from the English-language notecard affixed to the railing in front
of the sculpture at the museum. We are informed that the Centaurs attempted to carry off the
women, and judging from the figures of a woman crouching low in fear as the battle rages above

her, another woman trying to escape the clutches of a fearsome Centaur who is himself being
stabbed by a warrior, and Hippodameia herself in the grip of Eurytion, the museum's partial
description would seem to be confirmed. Except that there are also male figures who are not
wielding swords: one is being lifted from the ground by a Centaur, and another is trying to
strangle the Centaur who has him cornered and is being bitten on the arm for his trouble. The
unflinchingly precise Miss Blue Guide, thankfully, does not shrink from identifying these
figures as the prey that they are, "boys" who are as much objects of lust as the women, though
their height and musculature is such that they resemble college students rather than elementary
school tykes.
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I am intrigued by this story. It takes little for me to become enamored of these loutish,
rapacious Centaurs, who are said to be the mythological counterparts of a "primitive" mountain tribe that practiced "erotic orgies." I imagine them galloping through the wedding party,
sweeping up trembling young men in their hairy arms as they ride. The women I have to cross
out of the story, unless I imagine Hippodameia arising in her strength to toss Eurytion on his
flanks and start scooping up young men for herself; otherwise the scenario is unbearable rather
than titillating. Freed, though not completely, from such concerns, I can ride the fantasy where
it takes me. I can feel a primitive tribesman's rough hands on my exposed flesh, I am led in
ecstatic rites practiced in the shadows of fires lit in the mountain night, beneath the silver stars ...

OLYMPIA, THE STADIUM: For those of us who carry in mind the image of the monumental venues

where the modern Olympic track meets are held-the graceful symmetry of their ovals
surrounded by towering rows of seats arranged like a mighty choir, the green field in its
center-the distinct lack of drama in the first stadium's construction is disappointing. After we
pass through what remains of the vaulted entrance, an arch of bricks and two low walls that
form an open-air corridor, we see grass embankments that slope gently back from a rectangular

dirt track. A thin length of stone or perhaps modern concrete, ringed by weeds, marks the
starting line, and farther on, another marks the finish line. The distance between the two is a
mystery: six hundred "Olympic feet," according to Miss Blue Guide, though the span scarcely
looks as if it's a hundred meters.

Stephen has often told me that when he came to Greece as a child he raced his siblings in the
Olympic stadium. Having a certain romantic attachment to the first idea that forms in my mind
when I hear such reminiscences-I think I confused the stadium with an ancient Greek theater,

and believed there were old stone seats rising up from the track and broken columns placed
picturesquely in the grass-I, too, am determined to race. Presumably this is what almost
everyone does when they come to Olympia, though we see no one else racing today.
I take my t-shirt off, partly because of the heat, partly because the ancient races were run in

the nude, and partly because I am an exhibitionist. We run and I win. No surprise there-in high

school athletics, I was a sprinter and Stephen ran middle distance. What is surprising-or is it,
in fact, something I knew all along?-is the presence of a small group of European men standing

on the embankment, watching with smiles on their faces as I slow and turn, watching as I jog
back, watching as I pick up my t-shirt, watching and not moving. I recognize them. They, like
a number of others, have been making more or less the same circuit through the ruins as we, and

they, like the others, have until this moment barely taken note of my presence. (You will recall

that I have been looking for such notice: "You are black, so everyone will want you . . .").
I decide to keep my shirt off. It's hot, I'm sweating, I'd best wait until I dry off. We decide
to rest a bit in the shade near the pedestals of the Zanes, the bronze statues of Zeus that once
stood here as tribute paid for by Olympic cheaters. A young boy who has seen me exit the
stadium has been staring at me, and now he turns from his course and walks back toward our
party, while an adult, perhaps his father, waits. He strolls slowly by, staring, stops a few feet
away and stares. I have the feeling that he is comparing me to an image he recalls from a
magazine or television, as if he thinks I'm Linford Christie or Michael Johnson. Being a worldclass sprinter is of course my own fantasy, so his interest interests me; I enjoy my fantasy of his
fantasy of me.
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We rouse ourselves from the torpor of the heat and walk on, past the Metroon and the
Heraion, too exhausted now to linger much. Miss Blue Guide goes silent. Men and women-they
could be Italian, German, Greek or French or Russian-look at me, some staring without
modesty (I suspect these are the Germans), others giving me a brief but intent regard.
The attention is delicious. It is fuel to a fire; I warm to it, I become radiant in its spell. I am

also suspicious. Maybe it's the muscles of my chest that they're looking at-my physique does
not seem outrageously remarkable to me, but then the various tribes of Europe are not known

for flocking to the gym each evening as a certain contingent of San Franciscans are known to
do. If I were to see a shirtless someone like myself, say, outside the De Young museum in Golden

Gate Park on a hot day, maybe I'd look, too-but my motivations would be ho-ish and
lecherous, which cannot be universally the case here. No, I believe it's my color that turns their

heads, my color on display. I suppose they are seeing me as a kind of alien creature, a black
embodying the athletic and physical prowess with which we are assumed to be naturally
endowed. There is no evidence for this conclusion, except the sixth sense tingle many African
Americans have developed that alerts us to those moments when racial difference shifts from
an unconscious dynamic in cross-racial encounters to a palpable presence. This learned instinct
(we might compare it, in an odd way, to gaydar) is culturally and historically adaptive-it
might help to have a feeling you're going to be lynched before it actually happens-and it is
tingling in me now.
Yet I don't feel endangered or belittled or assaulted by their stares. I feel objectified. I'm
content with this feeling. One might say I find it luxurious. The truth is, I'm a whore for
attention, especially the kind of attention that has nothing to do with me, but with the
appreciation of what people project onto and desire of my physical being. I find in this moment
that it doesn't matter to me that their cultural lens may lead them to see me as a jungle bunny,
as less or other than human; I'm so calmly grounded in the fact that I'm unquestionably not
those things that what they think has no real purchase on how I feel about myself-or else, or
also, it is this very aspect that I like: I like playing (being?) an exotic.
Sometimes, that is. At a distance. Whatever my admirers say about what they see I don't know,

because they say it in a language other than English or Spanish. The silence of their regard, the
fact that we are relating to one another only through guesses, through fantasy, is the appeal here.

So I find myself wishing for my Scandinavian biker. When we saw each other before, he
showed me only a momentary interest, and now I should like to parade before him shirtless,
and see what he'd do and how he'd look, this no doubt straight Nordic fellow with hair the color
of cream. I want him to stare. I want him to burn to have me-and as a thing, I guess, a sex

thing-just as I would have him.
OLYMPIA, THE MUSEUM: The beauty of slender, hairy brown legs ... In the lobby of the museum,

Stephen and I spy a fresh Italian youth. We decide he is Italian instantly, based solely upon his
look: One of the ways in which travel works on the mind is that you become highly cognizant-

or highly inventive-of how nationality can be read in someone's face and build and way of
dress as much as in the sound of their language. Everyone is to some degree transfigured into
the representative of a national type, so that you will see a group of dazzlingly handsome
Italians and think, I love Italian men, making a leap you might not make so readily if you came

upon an identical group of Italian Americans in the cafe around the corner from your home.
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Our fresh young Italian wears a white Adidas shirt piped with black racing stripes, and
loose white Adidas athletic trunks. Lean and tall, he has black hair and dark eyes and an

unremarkably handsome face, and all of his visible flesh is deeply and exquisitely tan.
Something about his rusty copper color has the strongest effect on me. Among the many
dubious legacies of modern human beings' abiding investment in reading significance in skin
pigmentation is that color sometimes triggers synesthesia: the mere sight of a particular shade
of brown might, by a trick of the wiring, move me to a sensation akin to being swept up in the
vaulting emotion of a favorite diva at the peak of an aria. Color becomes the touchstone of a
dreamlike narrative; it speaks. All this, of course, is filtered through the lens of idiot prejudice

and racial fantasy.
Our Italian enters the museum's central hall. I stare at him, and eventually he sees me
watching, because I do not turn away when our gazes meet. I don't know what he thinks of this
exchange. What I feel is a kind of hunger, and the frustration of knowing-believing, not
knowing, really-that my hunger will not be satisfied. There is a sweetness in this feeling, a
strange mute joy. Our eyes and then our bodies follow him around the lobby, sometimes
discreetly and sometimes boldly, sometimes in tag team, as he drifts through the galleries, and
finally, finally, we see with a surge of hope and desire, he ambles toward the men's restroom.
The restroom lies below the main floor. A tiled platform stands like a ledge above the urinal
trough, and a chest-high board separates the length of it into two stations. There is a line of men

waiting to piss, and the Italian is directly in front of Stephen, who is in front of me.
He steps up to the ledge. His legs are slim and hard with nice rounds of muscle, and the hair
on them is as black and as long as the hair on his head, each strand a kind of wiry black thread.

A look like his is as intimate as a smell, as near and dear as if I had sidled up close to him and
inhaled the aroma of his sun-heated flesh in my nostrils.
Yet I cannot linger. A trickle of panic runs through me. I don't need to piss and it would look
suspicious if I stood there just holding my stuff, and there are only two stations and he might
leave first, maybe I'll see him better at the washbasin, and someone is behind me in line waiting.

In desperation I go to wash my hands, and it is only as I begin to soap my hands that I realize
the silliness of my fears.
I do not see my Italian again except as he dashes from the restroom and skips up the stairs
to the lobby.
Later Stephen tells me that he could feel him taking his cock out, he could hear the rustle of
the silky polyester as it brushed his thighs, he could sense its elastic spring as he tucked the band

below his balls. But Stephen didn't dare peer over the divider. The Italian seemed to be very
resolutely focusing down and away. "It didn't feel right to keep looking at him," Stephen says.
OLYMPIA, THE WEST PEDIMENT OF THE TEMPLE OF ZEUS: The real rape that is suffered by women and

men and children in the world, apart from being morally outrageous and viscerally horrifying,

is not something I find erotic. But rape as figure, as a play-the "rape" that I imagine and
control-excites me. So that I find myself shaken when I read the history of nearby Anatolia and

come upon a scene in which the Tatar conqueror Timur forces vanquished sultan Beyazit to
serve as his footstool while the sultan's favorite wife Despina serves dinner; and, at the
conclusion of his meal, the naked Tatar, his appetites not quite sated, rapes Despina before her
husband's eyes. The story makes me angry, though this dark deed was done some six hundred
years ago. But if I make the Tatar a fictional creature of my own, tall and cinnamon brown like
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my Italian, dark-eyed and dark-haired with a beautiful hooked nose and black hairy thighs, and

if the sultan's beloved is a favorite serving-youth or horsegroom from the Russian steppes or
from the ancient cities of Nubia-suddenly the scene becomes immeasurably fascinating. But
how separate are these scenes, really? There are few true firewalls between the chambers of the

human psyche.
The pediment's sculpture seems to capture something of this truth. According to the legend,
blame for the battle between Lapiths and Centaurs cannot be laid solely upon the Centaurs'
drunkenness; while Peirithous asked his father Zeus and the other Olympians to attend his
wedding, he declined to invite Ares and Eris, the gods of war and discord. A perusal of the old
stories will tell you that it is not a good idea to leave Miss Eris off the guest list; it was she who,
excluded from the wedding of the mortal Peleus and the goddess Thetis, spitefully tossed into
the midst of the festivities the golden apple that led to the Trojan War. On that occasion Ares
joined her in seeking vengeance, and together they incited the Centaurs to rampage. Thus the
chief responsibility for the resulting deaths must be attributed to Peirithuos's ill-considered
lapse in courtesy.
Ares and Eris's intervention remains unseen in the fragments that have come down to us
from ancient times, but there is one god who is visible, mighty Apollo, the sun-god from whom
the light of reason and moderation flows. Apollo, enemy of all barbarism, stands tall at the
sculpture's center, hovering above the fray. According to the story he comes to the aid of the
Lapiths, but his stance here is not active or wrathful, it is regal and removed, and in his cool
marble face there is a lofty equanimity. Neither outraged nor surprised by the carnage he
beholds, he presides over the scene, as if there were nothing untoward in the coexistence of a
celebration of love and the outbreak of violence, as if he were a knowing witness to the fact that

even in the highest and best of our moments it is wise to acknowledge and give due to that
which is rampant in us-the wild, the hot-tempered, the heedlessly gluttonous and cruel, the
rage of discordant desires.
That the appeal of this rapturously violent image might bear some relation to the primal
scene of the Atlantic slave trade, the horribly destructive and unintentionally, unexpectedly
creative act that produced my ancestors, does not escape me. There is a trauma three centuries
old that I am trying to catch by its horns and ride as I guiltily take part in the scene in cracked
stone before me, though I do not recognize this now. I cannot yet see that as I identify with the
Centaurs and surrender to the dark passions of rapine, that as I identify with the youths and
revel in their terror tinged with forbidden desire when they are snatched away from the bosom
of the tribe by lusty, horse-cocked men, I have chosen a safe site in which to re-stage, rework,
and redistribute the emotions and effects of deeds otherwise too horrible to contemplate.
LONDON, ENVIRONS OF RUSSELL SQUARE: I do meet an interesting stranger, not in Greece but during

our 36-hour layover in surprisingly sunny London. He is a transplanted Australian dressed in
flimsy wafer-thin shorts and an unbuttoned shirt, the tails of which flap in the breeze. I spy him

recumbent upon the grass in Russell Square, and keep my eyes upon him so persistently that
eventually he strolls over to say hello. His Jamaican boyfriend, who has just departed the park,
is a personal trainer, and one can see the evidence of their relationship in the Australian's broad,

protuberant pecs and large brown nipples, his taut abdominal ridges and slim, almost bandy
legs made up of knots of smooth, freshly-shaven muscle (I would prefer the body hair intact,
of course, but you can't have everything ... ) He carries a copy of Chinua Achebe's Things Fall
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Apart in his hand, and when asked what has made him abandon his hometown of Melbourne
for England, blithely announces that London has a far more bountiful number of "dark boys."
"Oh, is that what you like?" I say. I am laying a trap, but the trap has no teeth, really; the truth
is I'm flirting with him and enjoying it. "Well, you know what they say..." "What do they say?"
Of course I know exactly what they say; I could recite the words along with him. "Once you go
black . ..

... There is a book I find in Dillons Bookstore near the University of London, apparently
written for a black audience, called Wicked in Bed, that has on its cover a deep-brown, shaven-

head, goateed beauty with magnetic eyes and a very virile bare-chested physique. It's all about
black heterosexuality from what I can gather, a soft porn Terry McMillan, but I am thinking now

about its apparent market success (according to the book jacket) and about my "success," the
echo of Marcus's statement, "You are black, so everyone will want you" in my ear. It seems
noteworthy, odd-ironic odd, and oddly pleasing (and disturbing)-that this neo-Primitivist
moment should exist alongside neo-Black Power aesthetics and politics on both sides of the
Atlantic. What stitches the two together is their play with sexuality, their glorification and
objectification of the black male body.
EN ROUTE TO SAN FRANCISCO: Aloft. Below-it is Iceland? Greenland?-an awesome landscape
viewed all out of proportion: brown and evergreen mountains and hills and lakes-it's like
looking at the top of a huge cake that has fallen and been singed, or like walking amidst sanddrifts on a beach after a tumultuous tide and finding gorgeous, intricate, intimate tidepools of
cobalt blue.

This view of the familiar made strange returns me to the that old and truest of cliches: The
true stranger one meets is, of course, intimately known. He is indeed dark, and his attractions,

though perhaps not those of a gorgeous face, are to me endlessly beguiling. He is me.
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